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Fibrewise Hausdorff Convergence Spaces

Seok Jong Lee and Eun Pyo Lee

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce Tq , T\ and Hausdorff axioms 
in fibrewise convergence spaces as a generalization of fibrewise topo
logical spaces and of convergence spaces. Furthermore we investigate 
some results about the fibrewise Hausdorff convergence space.

1. Preliminaries
In this section, we collect some known results of the fibrewise topol

ogy from LM. James [2, 3] and the convergence space from E. Binz

[1],  which we shall need in later sections.

The fibrewise topological space X over B is fibrewise Tq if whenever 

X)y £ Xb, where b £ B and t녀二 3 either there exists a neighborhood 

of x which does not contain 饥 or vice versa. In other words, X is 

fibrewise Tq if and only if each fibre is Tq. It is easy to check that 

subspaces of fibrewise Tq spaces are fibrewise 2o, also the fibrewise 

topological product of fibrewise Tq spaces is fibrewise Tq,

The fibrewise topological space X over B is fibrewise Ti if whenever 

"y £ X> where b £ B and x there exist a neighborhood U of x 

which does not contain y and a neighborhood V of y which does not 

contain x. Clearly, s니，spaces of fibrewise 7i spaces are fibrewise 7, 

also the fibrewise topological product of fibrewise Ti spaces is fibrewise 

7i. Moreover, every fibrewise T\ space is fibrewise Tq.

The fibrewise topological space X over B is fibrewise Hausdorff if 

whenever 4 g £ X> where b € B and ⑦ 尹 饥 there exist disjoint
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neighborhoods U)V of g in X・ Clearly, subspaces of fibrewise 

Hausdorff spaces are fibrewise Hausdorff, also the fibrewise topological

every fibrewise Hausdorff space is fibrewise T\ ・

A convergence space X is said to be To if 7^ J/ implies either the 

ultrafilter x generated by the set {x} does not converge to 饥 or vice 

versa.
A convergence space X is said to be Tl if ⑦ #，implies the ultra

filter x does not converge to y and the ultrafilter y does not converge 

to x.
A convergence space X is said to be Hausdorff if every filter on X 

converges to at most one point.
Now we will extend To, Ti and Hausdorff axioms of convergence 

spaces to fibrewise convergence spaces, in a natural fashion. Specifi

cally we aim to define, for a convergence space B, a property Pb of 

convergence spaces over B such that the following three conditions 

are satisfied. In that case the property Pb is said to be well・beh，a，ved

[2].

CONDITION 1. If X, Y are isomorphic convergence spaces over B 

and if X has property Pb then so does Y.

CONDITION 2. A convergence space x has property P if and only 

if the convergence space X over the point * has property

CONDITION 3. If a convergence space X over B has property Pb 

then the convergence space <*X over Bf has property Pb，for each 

convergence space B' and continuous map〈 ： J3' where <*X is 

the convergence space (8 X,p〃)over BL

It is convenient to refer to Pb as “P over B" or as ufibrewise 

according to circumstances.
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2. Fibrewise To and R convergence spaces

DEFINITION. A convergence space X over B is to be fibrewise Tq 

if x 丰 饥 where x and y belong to the same fibre, implies either 

the ultrafilter x does not converge to y or the ultrafilter y does not 

converge to x.

Then it is easy to show that the above definition is an extension 

of the definition of fibrewise topology i.e. for a fibrewise topological 

space X, X is fibrewise To as a topological space if and only if it is 

fibrewise To as a convergence space.

THEOREM 1. The property afibrewise is well-behaved.

PROOF. (1) Suppose X, Y are isomorphic convergence spaces over 

B and K is a fibrewise Tq convergence space. Let / : X —* K be 

an isomorphism over B)and x yy where x and y belong to the 

same fibre X> Then f(x) + f(g) since / is a bijection. And /(^), 

f(g) 6 f(Xb) C Yfe. Since Y is fibrewise To, either the ultrafilter f(x) 

generated by {f(x)} does not converge to f(y、) or the ultrafilter f(t/) 
/人 上、

does not converge to 了(z). But /(x) = f(&) and f(y) = f(y). Thus 

either the filter x does not converge to y or the filter y does not 

converge to 弓 since / is a continuous map. Hence X is fibrewise Tq.

(2) Obvious.

(3) Suppose X is fibrewise To as a convergence space. Let Bf be a 

convergence space and《：一> B a continuous map. Note that for 

히ly V e B, (<*X)b，= (B xBX)bf = {幻 xXw，). Let (5» / (b物), 

where (b\y) € (<*X)s Then x y and x, y E 皿(£*X)*) C 

X<(伊)・ Since X is fibrewise 2%, either the filter x does not converge 

to y or the filter y does not converge to x. But i = pr2((fc,, rr)),
人 上

y = P尸2((*"/))・ Thus either the filter does not converge to 
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(b\g) or the filter (b\y) does not converge to since pr2 is a 

continuous map. Hence <*X is fibrewise To as a convergence space.

Clearly B is fibrewise To over itself, and each subspace of a fibre

wise To convergence space is fibrewise To. For a family {(Xj,爲)}证/ 

of fibrewise Tq convergence spaces, the fibre product YIb X』is also 

fibrewise Tq.

DEFINITION. A convergence space X over B is said to be fibrewise 

Ti if x where x and y belong to the same fibre, implies the 

ultrafilter i does not converge to y and the ultrafilter y does not 

converge to x.

Then it is easy to show that for a fibrewise topological space X, X 

is fibrewise 7i as a topological space if and only if it is fibrewise R 

as a convergence space. Similarly as in Theorem 1, we can show that 

the property “fibrewise R” is well-behaved. Clearly B is fibrewise Tx 

over itself, and each subspace of a fibrewise Ti convergence space is 

fibrewise Ti. Also every fibrewise Ti convergence space is fibrewise Io- 

For a family {(彳小)}心 of fib호ewise R convergence spaces, the fibre 

product Hb Xi is also fibrewise

3. Fibrewise Hausdorff convergence spaces

DEFINITION. A convergence space X over B is said to be fibrewise 

Hausdorff if a filter on X converges to x and y, where x and y 

belong to the same fibre, implies x = y.

THEOREM 2. For a fibrewise topological space X over B, the fol

lowing are equivalent:

(1) X is fibrewise Hausdorff as a topological space.

(2) X is fibrewise Hausdorif as a convergence space.
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PROOF. (1)=》(2) Suppose that X is not fibrewise Hausdorff as 

a convergence space. Let rr / t/, where x and y belong to the same 

fibre. Then there exists a filter 戶 on X such that :F converges to 

x and y. And then 丿V虬 C :F and Ny C :F. Thus there are no disjoint 

neighborhoods V of rr, yin-Y, since 戶 is a filter. Therefore X is not 

fibrewise Hausdorff as a topological space. Hence the result follows.

(2) => (1) Suppose that X is not fibrewise Hausdorff as a topolog

ical space. Let x where x and y belong to the same fibre. Then 

for all neighborhood U, V of x and y in X, n V / 0. Let T7 be 

the filter generated by the set U C\V. Then Nx U F and C ：F. 

Thus J- converges to x and y. Hence X is not fibrewise Hausdorff as 

a convergence space. Hence the result follows.

THEOREM 3. The property afibrewise Hausdorff9 is well-behaved.

PROOF. (1) Suppose X, Y are isomorphic convergence spaces over 

B and K is a fibrewise Hausdorff convergence space. Let f : X Y 

be an isomo호phism over B, and / y, where x and y belong to the 

same fibre X> Then f(x) / f(g) since / is a bijection. And /(a:), 

f(y) € f(Xb) C Y^. Suppose 난there exists a filter 戶 on X such 

that :F converges to x and y. Since f is a continuous map, the filter 

converges to 히id f(y). This is impossible, because Y is

fibrewise Hausdorff. Thus there is no filter 戶 on X which converges 

to x and y simultaneously. Hence X is fibrewise Hausdorff.

(2) Obvious.

(3) Suppose X is fibrewise Hausdorff as a convergence space. Let 

Bf be a convergence space and 〈： t 3 a continuous map. Note 

that for any bf £ B\ (<*X)扩={Bf xB X)* = {bf} x 瓦(扩). Let 

泌")丰where (6"), (b'g) G (<*X)s Then x y and x, y e 

0厂2((<*X)v) C X(w)・ Suppose that there exists a filter :F on <*X such 

that :F converges to (fc7, x) and 仙顷).Since pr^ is a continuous map, 
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the filter pr2(Jr) converges to x and y. This is impossible, because X is 

fibrewise HausdorfF. Thus there is no filter :F on <*X which converges 

to x and y. Hence <*X is fibrewise Hausdorff as a convergence space.

Clearly B is fibrewise Hausdorff over itself, and each subspace of 

a fibrewise Hausdorff convergence space is fibrewise Hausdorff. Also 

every fibrewise Hausdorff convergence space is fibrewise T,

THEOREM 4. Let {(Xi^pi)}^ be a family of convergence spaces 

which are iibrewise Hausdorff. Then Xi is also fibrewise Hausdorff.

PROOF. If Xi = 0, then it is obvious. Suppose JJb X] + 0. Let 

(z：) + (t/i), where (:饥)and (织)belong to the same fibre (JJb ^i)b = 

U (II Xj). Then xj / for some j e I and 勺，饥 G [心(([L X)6)C 
beB
(Xj)b・ Suppose that there exists a filter F on Xi such that :F 

converges to (a*) and (饥)・ Since prj is a continuous map, the filter 

prj(^) converges to Xj and yj. This is impossible, because Xj is fibre

wise Hausdorff. Thus there is no filter 手 on Xi which converges 

to x and y. Hence JJb X』is fibrewise Hausdorff.
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